CHAPTER 6 – THERE’S ALWAYS BLOODY SOMETHING!
Jim, Sam and myself arrived at RAF Binbrook on 21st February 1955, ready to
join No.9 Squadron. The official motto of the squadron is Per Noctem Volamus
meaning We Fly By Night. The unofficial motto is There’s Always Bloody Something
or TABS for short, which was adopted by the squadron in 1941 when they were based
at Honington and flying Wellingtons. The validity of TABS became apparent when
the then CO, Wing Commander Arnold, flew his damaged aircraft level long enough
for his crew to bale out but was then killed in the crash that followed.
Having settled into our accommodation in the Officers Mess, mine was once
again in a hut, this time shared with a pilot from 50 Squadron, we reported to No.9 to
meet the CO and the other crews. The CO was Squadron Leader George Bastard and
it is to his lasting credit that he used the obvious pronunciation of his name. If
anybody used B’stard, and many people did, he would say, “My name is spelt Bastard
and pronounced Bastard!” He made us feel most welcome and explained the nature of
our role in the RAF, namely to be part of the deterrent against the USSR in the cold
war. He also told us that at the moment we were an unclassified crew (i.e. useless)
and our first task would be to achieve ‘Combat’ status, followed in due course by
‘Combat Star’, ‘Select’ and finally ‘Select Star’. The latter two would require a lot of
work and experience on our part!
At this juncture it is interesting to note that there were five Canberra
squadrons based at Binbrook. Besides 9 there were 12, 50, 101 and 617. Each
squadron had 10 aircraft so that on an exercise involving all the squadrons there could
be anything up to 50 aircraft taking off at half-minute intervals. Quite a sight!
Once I had had a check ride with the Squadron QFI (Qualified Flying
Instructor) the three of us started our training to become a ‘Combat’ crew, which
involved visual bombing either on ‘The Ship’ in the Wash, Otmoor near Oxford or at
Chesil off the Dorset coast where the target was a raft moored in the sea and painted
Day-Glo red. In addition we did GH bombing at Theddlethororpe off the Lincolnshire
coast, at Chesil and Luce Bay in Scotland. This was interspersed with long-range
navigation exercises and General Handling. We normally took 8 bombs to drop on the
selected target, either visually or by radar and usually one at a time, but occasionally a
stick of two. All these bombs were recorded and our average scores were entered on
the squadron ‘Bombing Ladder’. Naturally there was considerable competition to be
top of the ladder.
In 1955 there were few restrictions on where we could fly, there being only
one ‘Airway’, Amber One, and it only went up to 10,000 feet. Occasionally when we
were detailed for a ‘general handling’ sortie we would take the opportunity to ‘visit’
our homes by making a round trip over Wales, London and Eastbourne. When we got
to Eastbourne I used to fly up over the pier which took us directly over my parent’s
house and Mella and Mother would appear on the back lawn waving a large tea towel,
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which we could see quite easily. I hate to think what would happen today if a Tornado
pilot did something similar!
Around this time a Canberra of one of the
other squadrons suffered a starter explosion. The
result is shown by the series of pictures, which
graphically illustrate how well and how completely
an aircraft full of fuel burns despite the best efforts
of the fire crews. The lesson to be learnt is not to
hang about the vicinity should you be unlucky
enough to have it happen to you, although this was
the only starter explosion I ever heard of, until the
B6 version appeared. This had a new starter with
three cartridges in it. On one occasion one of these
fired all three cartridges at once and thereafter only
one cartridge at a time was loaded.
In July I went back to flying a Chipmunk for
a change of scenery as it were, and to give a number
of Air Training Corps cadets flying experience.
Most of the cadets were in their teens and had no
previous experience of flying so it was interesting to
see how they reacted to being airborne. We were not
allowed to suggest to the cadets what the trip would
comprise. Instead we had to ask them what they
would like to do, the idea being not to put them off
flying by doing violent manoeuvres like aerobatics
and so on, unless specifically asked.
One afternoon a cadet asked if he could fly
in cloud, so I obliged by climbing up to about 4000 feet, which took a considerable
time in a Chipmunk. It being summer the cloud was small fair weather cumulus, but
nevertheless quite turbulent inside and this young man was promptly sick into the
paper bag so thoughtfully provided for the purpose. We then descended and joined the
circuit at Binbrook for a few landings and take offs. When we finally taxied back in
he asked me somewhat sheepishly not to tell his fellow cadets that he had been sick,
presumably because he didn’t want to appear less resilient than his peers. I was able to
reassure him of this and I have kept his secret ever since. I have often wondered if he
took up flying as a career or settled for a less stomach churning occupation on the
ground!
By the beginning of August Jim, Sam and I had become sufficiently skilled in
our respective roles to achieve ‘Combat’ status and by way of a reward we were
allowed to go on what was called a ‘Lone Ranger’ exercise, which meant flying to
some RAF base abroad. We went to RAF Wunsdorf and spent a pleasant weekend
looking around Hanover. You might be tempted to
think that a Lone Ranger was just a jolly, but you
would be wrong. For the navigators it was training
in navigation over unfamiliar territory, and for the
pilot, good experience of landing at a new and
different airfield.
Life carried on in the same vein for the
next few months with the added excitement of
Bomber Command exercises, which simulated war
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conditions and involved fairly long flights by day and/or night culminating with an
FRA on a target on a bombing range in Germany. An FRA or First Run Attack was
done with the aid of GH and meant you had only one chance of dropping your bomb,
actually a 25lb practice weapon to simulate either a stick of conventional HE bombs
or a nuclear weapon. One such exercise was called ‘Beware’ and took place on 2nd
October, when we dropped a bomb on the range at Nordhorn from 40,000 feet, flying
WP514, pictured above. The day after we dropped four more bombs at Luce Bay
using GH, then did a high speed run up to about .83 Mach and returned to base.
For the next three weeks my log book is strangely lacking in entries. This was
due to a very special occasion. Mella and I got married. We had got engaged on 6th
February, Mella’s birthday, and as there had been no sign of Mella’s parents
organising our nuptials, originally planned for 18th May, we went ahead with our own
arrangements with the help of my parents. In the days leading up to our wedding I had
found a small house to rent in Louth, which was within easy commuting distance
from Binbrook. By today’s standards, this was not a terribly well appointed abode,
being in a terrace and having an outside loo, which was jolly cold in winter, no hot
water, and a bath, which was got to by raising the hinged dining table above it! But it
was ours and we were happy there for the next couple of years. We had nice
neighbours and one couple in particular, Joan & Eric Stanley, became very good
friends, whom we still visit from time to time.
In July we had bought a new Hillman Minx to replace the ‘Blue Note’. I had
also applied for, and received, permission to marry from the CO, this being necessary
as I was still a few months short of my 25th birthday.

All preparations being complete from my end, I went on leave and on 7th
October 1955 we became Flying Officer and Mrs Hopkins in the Town Hall,
Eastbourne. The above two pictures were taken outside, one in the company of my
parents and sister Nola. We then went to the Cavendish Hotel on the seafront for our
reception, which was a luncheon and of which both Mella and I have absolutely no
recollection as the whole day seems to have passed in a complete fog. Since the
reception was a luncheon we repaired to ‘Woodleigh’, my parents home, for the cake
cutting ceremony before setting off for our honeymoon in the Hillman.
We got away at about 3.30pm but didn’t get very far before we had to stop to
quench our considerable thirsts with several cups of tea in a suitable café in
Shoreham. From here we made our way to Midhurst where we spent our first night at
the Angel Hotel. The following day we drove to Lyme Regis via Stonehenge, and I’ve
shown the snap of Mella just to prove the fact that one was allowed onto the stones, in
the days before they became such a magnet for tourists and hippies alike.
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Over the next couple of days we wended our way to Lands End, crossing
Dartmoor and Bodmin Moor. We stopped in Penzance and rather than have lunch in a
restaurant we bought genuine Cornish pasties fresh from the oven and took them with
us. They were still piping hot when we got to Lands End and so big that we had some
bits left over to feed the gulls! On then to
Lynton and Lynmouth where we were able
to see the devastation caused by the
dreadful floods that had occurred only
recently. Next day, on along the north
coast of Somerset to Bridgewater, then up
the Cheddar Gorge on our way to Priddy
to stay with my Aunt Mary and Uncle Ron
who worked at Wookey Hole Caves as
guides.
At this point I must mention the controversy we engendered driving up the
Cheddar Gorge. If you have driven up it yourself you will know that it is quite a long
drive and that the gradient changes frequently from steep to shallow and back to steep
again. It was while we were travelling up one of the less steep parts that Mella
observed that we were now going down the gorge. I tried then, and have been trying
for 45+ years, to explain that she was experiencing an optical illusion and that we
were still going up the gorge. We have repeats of this discussion at fairly regular
intervals and it usually has us writhing about in fits of laughter after only a few
moments. I’m convinced that it is small things like this that help to keep a marriage
alive over such a long time.
After six days of touring and laughing we got back to Eastbourne. We packed
all our belongings, which didn’t take very long as we hadn’t much, and off we set for
Louth to install ourselves in our tiny house by the canal next to the gasworks. It was
this aspect of our abode that was a contributory factor in our changing our car for a
saloon rather than a soft-top, but I’ll come back to this later. Recently we went back to
Louth to see where we had started our married life only to find that both the gasworks
and our house no longer existed. YCNSTWLEM!
At the beginning of November, 9 Squadron re-equipped with Canberra B6’s,
which were a considerable advance on the B2’s. In the first place they had more
powerful engines and greater fuel capacity and secondly a much improved oxygen
system. The uprated engines also had progressively variable guide vanes to replace
the two-position ones on the B2. This was a great improvement in respect of engine
handling, particularly on the approach to landing in icing conditions. Just six days
after our conversion Sam, Jim and I dropped 16 bombs at Wainfleet with an average
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error of only 86 yards advancing us to the top of the visual bombing ladder and
qualifying us for ‘Combat Star’ status.
On the 19th November a Sycamore arrived to give some of us experience of
being winched up into a helicopter. (I have never been able to say or write helicopter
without a smile since an instruction to amend AP129 (Manual of Flying) appeared,
which instructed the owner to change Heliopter to read Hicopleter). The winching
was good fun, although the chap whose turn came immediately after mine may have
thought otherwise when the strop broke when he was a few feet off the ground!
Fortunately he was unhurt, but the incident brought forward the change to strops made
of nylon rather than canvas, the latter rotting after being repeatedly dunked in the sea.
Around this time the squadron was told that it was to be detached to the Far
East as part of ‘Operation Mileage’ to replace 12 Squadron who were already out at
Butterworth in Malaya. This was an ongoing operation to end the ‘emergency’ of CT
(communist terrorist) infiltration into the region. Each squadron spent about 4 months
at Butterworth, on the west coast of Malaya opposite Penang Island; the first was 101
Squadron who had been replaced by 12 and now it was our turn. Since this operation
involved area bombing we started to practice formation flying and then low level
bombing in formation.
While all this training was proceeding smoothly, but without too much
urgency since we were not due in Malaya until March, the Squadron was told that it
was to make a goodwill tour of West Africa, before going to the Far East, leaving
Binbrook on 25th January 1956. Despite the flurry of activity this engendered, on 19th
December the three of us flew to
RAF Habbaniya in Iraq via RAF Idris
(now Tripoli) in Libya and back, as
our reward for gaining Combat Star
status. (In the picture I am standing
between Sam on my right and Jim on
my left.) We had to return via
Marham due to bad weather at
Binbrook, and during the evening we
spent there I won a kitchen clock
playing bingo for the first, and last,
time in my life.
I arrived home in Louth the next day, in time for Christmas, loaded with new
potatoes, oranges, grapefruits and other goodies purchased in Idris, plus the clock,
which we had hanging in the kitchens of various houses for many years. My parents
and sister Nola had come up to spend the festive season with us, although quite how
we all fitted into our tiny house I can’t remember.
Once Christmas was over it was back to formation training combined
with the demonstration flying that we would be doing in front of large audiences in
Africa, including The Queen and Duke of Edinburgh. We also had to be kitted out
with gabardine uniforms for ceremonial wear in the tropics, plus the usual khaki drill
shorts and shirts for everyday wear. Unfortunately for Sam it had been decreed that
only pilots and plotters were to go on the tour. The picture below shows us posing by
one of our aircraft. I’m second from the left and the ‘Boss’ is sixth from the left.
Surprisingly none us appear to be shivering despite the snow.
Whilst keeping cool was not a problem in wintry UK it is fair to say that
climbing into a Canberra that had been standing for any length of time in the tropical
sun was something none of us looked forward to as the temperature in the cockpit
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could be well over 100oF. To help alleviate the problem we were
issued with Air Ventilated Suits (AVS) and the picture, left, shows
what they looked like. They were meant to worn over a string vest and
underpants and were plugged into a cold air source in the cockpit,
which blew refrigerated air through pipes all over the suit. They were
not particularly comfortable, but did help to keep one cool.
Air Vice Marshal Whitley (eighth from the left) had been
appointed to lead the tour. He was a man blessed with an amazing
ability to remember people’s names. He visited us soon after the tour
was announced and we were all assembled in our crew room so that
the fourteen of us could be introduced to him. Immediately after this
had been done he was able to go round the room and identify us all by name. A month
later he came back to see how the training was proceeding and met us all again in the
crew room. Once again he was able to identify each one of us. Not only that, but some
six months later I met him in Malta and he immediately remembered my name. Quite
amazing when one considers he had only clapped eyes on me for a few hours!

Incidentally the pilot standing just to the right and behind AVM Whitley is the
late Gordon Corps, who in later years became well known in flying circles as one of
the Air Registration Board test pilots who were responsible for testing the Concorde
for its Certificate of Airworthiness. Gordon and his wife Janet were very good friends
of Mella and I, and he and I were great rivals at bombing and later we both went to
CFS (Central Flying School) to become instructors. Sadly Gordon died in the mid
1990’s whilst investigating the crash of an Air India airbus about 10,000 feet up a
mountain near Kathmandu. As I understand it he fell victim to mountain sickness.
On the morning of 25th January seven Canberras left snowy Lincolnshire and
headed off towards the steamy heat of Lagos, Nigeria stopping overnight in Idris. Six
aircraft arrived at Ikeja Airport, Lagos on the 26th, the seventh reserve aircraft going
to Kano, as parking space was very limited at Lagos. We spent the following day
preparing the aircraft for all the forthcoming demonstrations and inspections. On the
28th we did our first show, starting with a flypast over Lagos, then on to Enugu for a
demonstration, followed by a flypast at Port Harcourt and return to Lagos. Next day
we did a flypast over Lagos city followed by a full demonstration over the harbour
area. At 0940 on the 1st February the crews and aircraft were inspected by The Queen
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and The Duke after which we had to do a quick change into flying suits ready for a
series of flypasts at Bida, Minna, Kaduna and Ibadan before returning to Lagos.

Whilst staying at Ikeja we were living in bell tents, six to a tent. With a
temperature outside in the region of 90oF you can imagine what it was like inside!!
Trying to get into mess kit in the evening to attend the many functions was akin to
donning ones clothes having stepped straight from the shower.
Another of my purchases before we went to Nigeria was a brown Trilby hat
for wear with ‘civvies’. It was deemed by Air Ministry that officers should always
wear a hat, even when off duty. Whoever dreamt up this ridiculous rule had obviously
never been in Nigeria.
The next day the six Canberras
flew to Accra in, what was then, the
Gold
Coast.
Here
we
did
demonstrations over Accra city and
Takoradi. When the Prime Minister, Dr
Kwame Nkrumah expressed a wish to
fly in a Canberra I was chosen to give
him a 15-minute trip over the city and
harbour. A local reporter took the
photograph of us through the door of
my aircraft after the flight. The feature
in the local paper said that Dr Nkrumah
was the fastest Premier in the world
having flown at over 500mph! Personally I felt that the PM looked decidedly pale
after his experience, but I suppose that was only to be expected, especially as he did
not have the luxury of sitting in an ejection seat.
On the 5th February we all flew to Kano to resume our part in the Royal Tour,
commencing with flypasts at Enugu and Macurdi on the 6th, and then three more on
the 8th at Maiduguri, Potiskum and Azare. On the 10th, by request of the Queen, we
did an extra demonstration at Apapa Wharf in Lagos immediately after the Queen’s
inspection of the facility. For me this was a particularly memorable occasion and not
only because I was operating in front of the Royal Party.
Our demonstration consisted of a number of flypasts in a ‘box four’ as shown
below, both at high and low speed, with and without bomb doors open, while the
remaining two individualists performed aerobatics in between our passes. We
completed our display with a run in and break followed by individual high-speed runs
past the Royal party. It was during this that I was following Gordon Corps’ aircraft
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and he seemed to be getting further and further
away from me. I kept increasing power in an
attempt to keep up as I zipped along just above
the mastheads of the ships in the harbour until I
glanced down at my instrument panel and saw
that my airspeed was an amazing 540 knots! I
could scarcely believe my eyes, and bearing in
mind the maximum permitted speed of 450 knots
I immediately reduced power. I didn’t dare open
the airbrakes, as this would probably have
produced the first swept wing Canberra! I wonder
if anybody has ever been faster in a Canberra at low level? Somehow I doubt it as this
airspeed equates to nearly .82 Mach, just short of the point at which compressibility
becomes a serious consideration.
After demonstrations at Ibadan on two consecutive days and two more at
Sokoto and Kano, Jim and I had four days off to see the sights of Kano while the
other five aircraft went on to Lungi Airport, Freetown, in Sierra Leone. Two sights we

w
were
taken to see in Kano were the Mosque, the ‘Mud City’ and the groundnuts. Officially
we were not allowed to enter the Mosque as we were not Muslims, but our guide
explained that we should give the old man at the entrance to the left hand minaret a
shilling and we would be able to climb to the top and look at the view of the ‘Mud
City’ shown in the right hand picture. The concept of building in mud seemed strange
to me, used to rainy Britain, but in Kano, where it seldom rains mud gets as hard as
concrete, is practically as durable, readily available and costs practically nothing.
After the splendours of the ‘Mud City’ we went to see
the place where the groundnuts were stored after harvest
while awaiting transportation. Each of the pyramids
shown in the picture was said to contain 1000 tons, so I
leave it to your imagination to work how many there
might have been in total. Enough to fill all the packets of
peanuts in all the pubs in Europe I would imagine! Our
four days as tourists came to an end on the 20th when we
left Kano to fly to Bathurst (now Banjul) in The Gambia
and join up with the other five aircraft flying in from
their stay in Sierra Leone. We did a demonstration the
next day followed by a static display the day after so that the local population could
see our aircraft at close quarters. On the 23rd we flew to Gibraltar before flying back
to the snows of Binbrook on the 24th.
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We all had something of an adventure getting into ‘Gib’. The weather was
atrocious and all the navigation and landing aids at ‘Gib’ were unserviceable at the
time. The latter became the subject of an inquiry by the AOC (Air Officer
Commanding) of The Rock and I heard later that the Senior Air Traffic Controller
was the recipient of a vertical interview by the AOC. After descending from 45,000
feet and breaking cloud over the sea between the mountains of North Africa and
Spain, thanks to the unerring accuracy of Jim’s navigation, it took me some time to
find the rock, due in no small part to my being unfamiliar with the layout of the place
as well as the lack of Nav. aids. I was under the impression, for some reason, that the
runway was on the seaward side of the rock rather than between the rock and Spain.
When I did eventually find the rock, it was straight ahead and looking extremely
solid. I quickly made a right turn and passed close to another Canberra going in the
opposite direction, also lost or, as navigators say, temporarily uncertain of its
position! At this point I realised where the runway must be and on completing a
circuit of the rock landed successfully, although with very little fuel remaining after a
four-hour flight. This, as you will see in a later chapter, was not the only close call I
was to have at Gibraltar.
I then had a weeks leave, which was a welcome break for Mella as well as
myself as she had been having to fight her way through the snow to get to work as a
theatre sister in the hospital in Louth all the time I had been sweltering in the sun of
West Africa.
Back on the squadron on the 7th March, reunited with Sam, we dropped six
‘time-expired’ 1000lb bombs on the range in the Wash in preparation for ‘Operation
Mileage’ in Butterworth in Malaya. We left on 9th March, a week earlier than the rest
of the squadron, with our bomb bay full of new fuel pumps to be fitted on 12
Squadron’s aircraft. These pumps are of the swash plate and plunger variety and are
fuel lubricated. Further lubrication is provided by silver flashing on the ends of each
of the plungers.
The fuel tanks at Butterworth had become contaminated with seawater, killing
some micro-organisms therein, which decomposed into a sulphur-containing
compound. This in turn took the silver flashing off the plungers of all the pumps in all
of 12 Squadron’s Canberras rendering them unable to fly. We flew via Idris,
Habbaniya, Mauripur (near Karachi) and Negombo (Ceylon). We cruise climbed on
each leg to conserve fuel, as was the normal practice, and on reaching Negombo had
reached a height of 55,000feet (for the mathematically minded = 10.42 miles) mainly
to avoid flying in the top of an enormous cumulo-nimbus cloud, the lightning from
which was spectacular in the extreme, it being dark at the time.
When we came to descend Jim had developed a very severe toothache, which
necessitated a slow descent to avoid damage to his choppers, not to mention crew
morale. We arrived in Butterworth on 11th March to be greeted by a welcoming
committee from 12 Squadron who had been out there for four months and were dying
to get back to Binbrook and their loved ones. Needless to say the fuel pumps were
fitted without delay and off they flew towards a snowy home.
In the meantime Jim, Sam and myself settled into the mess and life in the
tropics. Our rooms had ‘air-conditioning’ provided through half doors of the kind one
sees in bars in Westerns. Mosquito nets were a must, and a useful accessory to have in
one’s room was a gecko. I had a nice creamy yellow one that lived behind my bedside
light and popped out in the evenings to devour whatever insect lay within his reach.
He was a very well fed gecko, which tells you all you need to know about the
quantities of mosquitoes and other flying/biting insects in that neck of the woods.
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During the day we wore khaki shorts and shirt, but after 7pm long sleeve shirt
with trousers was mandatory. The food was excellent, the mess being run by a
Warrant Officer of the Royal Australian Air Force. In particular Sunday curry tiffin
was looked forward to with relish. The curry came in three strengths; hot; hotter and
Jesus Christ! But we weren’t here for the food and on 27th we did our first flying, in
formation, to Changi (Singapore) to refuel, as the contamination problem at
Butterworth still existed. Some excellent sleuthing by a Rolls-Royce engineer, Mr A.
Burns, eventually solved the problem, but it was early in May before we could refuel
at Butterworth. Until then we had to terminate each trip at Changi, refuel and fly back
to Butterworth ready for the next strike at the terrorists.
There were two methods of dropping our bombs. The first was on a map
reference in the jungle – sounds a bit hit or miss, especially as the jungle looks very
much the same all over Malaya. The second, preferred, method was for an Auster of
the Army Air Corps to drop a smoke marker on the target and we would fly in with
three aircraft in formation, each carrying six 1000lb Medium Capacity (MC) bombs
and drop the whole lot together. The basis of the system was for the pilots of the AAC
Austers to keep an eye on their piece of the jungle, which they knew like the back of
their hands, and as soon as they saw signs of crops being grown a strike was laid on.
The aim was not to kill the CT’s, but to deny them access to food so that they were
eventually forced to give themselves up. The minimum height for dropping 1000lb
MC bombs was, if my memory serves me, about 3700 feet. We therefore flew at 4000
feet and you can rest assured that one is well and truly aware when they explode!
Rather like the effect of driving over a particularly vicious ‘sleeping policeman’ at
70mph in a car with inadequate springing!
The pilots of the AAC were a breed apart and as mad as hatters. One of our
navigators was offered a trip in an Auster, and like a fool he accepted. He was shown
some incredibly low flying and at one point they were flying down a road, only a few
feet off the ground, and were rapidly approaching a line of tall trees. It was obvious
that the Auster would not pass the trees without tearing the wings off, but the pilot
suddenly tipped the plane on its side and went
through the line of trees, wings vertical, levelling the
wings on the other side. His passenger was suitably
impressed, and, as he told us later, determined never
to fly with them again! These intrepid pilots reported
on the success of our bombs almost as soon as we
dropped them and we thought they must have ‘hid’
behind a tree as the bombs exploded!
On days off several of us liked to get the
ferry across to Penang Island and wander around.
The most popular spot for having a bite to eat was
the Singapore Cold Store as it was the only place on
the island with air conditioning. It was also the place
where I learned to handle chopsticks and by the end
of my stay I could pick up slices of cucumber with
ease!
I particularly enjoyed rambutans, which one
could buy from sellers on the ferry terminal for a few
coppers. However I did not even have the courage to
try durian even though it was available. One could
tell when it was in season by the awful smell, which
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was detectable half a mile away. Pity it smells so much as I’m assured that it tastes
delicious! The picture above shows, from top to bottom, a man hidden by the
hardware he is trying to sell, a Trisha and driver and joss sticks drying in the sun.
These ranged in size from about six inches to six feet long and had a very pleasant
smell all their own, even when they were only drying in the sun.
Our main relaxation was swimming, but when we first arrived at Butterworth
the pool was out of use so we swam off the beach behind the mess until we heard
about a local boy getting bitten by a sea snake. After this we waited until the pool was
back in use! Speaking of snakes, I’m told that Malaya has a comprehensive selection
of indigenous snakes, many of which are poisonous. It was, therefore, something of a
surprise only to see one snake the whole time I was there, and that was lying dead in
the road.
The other wildlife that we occasionally saw around the mess was small, about
four feet long, Komodo dragons. These had a habit of wandering off the beach along
the verandah in front of our rooms. One evening we were all in the bar and one of the
navigators went to his room to fetch something. He came rushing back a few seconds
later looking as white as a sheet. He had got to his room and under the half doors
could see two beady eyes staring at him. He didn’t wait to find out to what the eyes
belonged and by the time we all went to investigate the dragon was wandering slowly
along the verandah back towards the beach. The other animals that caused a certain
amount of inconvenience were bullocks, which were used to pull small carts. There
was a road, which crossed the seaward end of Butterworth’s runway, and quite
frequently we had to overshoot to allow a slow moving bullock cart to clear out of the
way before we could land.
In early June a cruiser of the US Navy visited Penang. The officers were
invited to have Sunday Tiffin in our mess and each of us were given an American
officer to host. Mine was a young ensign and it was obvious he had never before eaten
curry, so he was following my example by taking only the hot curry and leaving the
hotter varieties well alone. When he came to help himself from the proffered dish of
sambols he did fine until he got the dish containing sweet mango chutney. You will
probably be aware how slippery that stuff can be and when he took hold of the dish it
shot out of his hand like a cake of wet soap, went vertically upwards and alighted
upside down right onto the middle of his plate. Going red from the neck up he came
out with, “Gee, that was almost embarrassing.”
By the end of April the ‘emergency’ was all but over, the remaining few
terrorists having been rounded up. It seems that there was a stock of 500lb and 1000lb
bombs left over and presumably transporting them back to UK was not economically
viable so we proceeded to use them for practice using a range near Song Song island
up to the North of Penang. The actual target was a rock in the sea and due to the
general prowess of the crews it was hit repeatedly. This would have been fine but for
the fact that the local Sultan had a palace quite close to the seashore on the mainland
and he took umbridge at having his home shaken to the core at regular intervals. Thus
our practice with live bombs came to an end!
At the end of May we took part in the Queen’s Birthday Flypast over Penang
and I did a final strike on 12th June with six more 1000lb bombs destroying more trees
in the jungle, but by this time the emergency was pretty much over as most of the
terrorists had been caught or had given themselves up. I flew home in a Hastings by
courtesy of Transport Command arriving back in Louth on 25th June for three weeks
leave, during which time our eldest son became more than just a twinkle in our eyes!
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All too soon I was back in harness, both literally and figuratively, and on 10th
August I flew someone to Tangmere, the only time I ever landed there. The weather
was rather poor and on take-off a seagull passed close on the right hand side. Air
Traffic informed me that he thought we had had a bird strike. I replied that I thought
we had missed the gull, but ATC convinced me otherwise with, “You should see the
bird!” When we got back to Binbrook we found traces of the unfortunate creature on
part of the undercarriage leg. This was fortunate for us as such big birds can do
considerable damage if they hit the wing or get ingested into an engine. While out in
West Africa one of our aircraft hit what the locals called a ‘Turkey Buzzard’ (a sort of
vulture with a five foot wingspan) at high speed, which made a very large hole in the
leading edge of the wing. Although this was patched up to enable the plane to carry
on with the tour, extensive work was needed on return to base to remove the remains
of the bird from inside the wing!
Sometime about now Jim, Sam and myself became a ‘select’ crew which
meant that we could drop GH bombs from 45,000 feet and play a full part in the
squadron’s operations.
In early September we started rehearsals for the ‘Battle of Britain’ display we
were to do on the15th. This passed off without a hitch, but soon afterwards we were
put on standby to go to an unspecified destination because of the looming crisis over
the Suez Canal. For the first two or three weeks of October I went to work each day
with a suitcase, neither Mella nor I knowing if I would be returning home that day.
Finally on the 30th I flew with the rest of the Squadron to Hal Far, a Royal
Naval Air Station on Malta. Mella, of course, did not know where I had gone and
although she was by then four months pregnant nobody from the RAF went to see her,
quite unlike today’s ‘Nanny State’ when everybody seems to need, and get,
‘counselling’ for even the smallest amount of so called ‘stress’. Fortunately neither of
us has ever suffered from the lack of moral fibre that seems so common among the
population of today! But then both of us had been trained to be self-reliant.

Upon arrival in Malta our aircraft had to have wing tip fuel tanks fitted, have
identification stripes painted on the wings and be loaded with four bombs apiece. We
were issued with an escape kit in case we were forced to land in enemy territory. The
kit consisted of a .38 revolver and 12 rounds of ammunition; a silk map of North
Africa; a piece of ‘wire’ with a ring on each end, with which we were told it was
possible to cut through steel bars, and 6 gold sovereigns. The last were intended to
save vital parts of our anatomy being removed from our bodies in the case of capture.
How useful all this kit would have been I don’t know, but when the time came for me
12

to hand back my .38 I tried to ‘break’ it only to find that this was quite impossible. I
suppose I might have been able to throw the weapon at an enemy followed by the box
of bullets!
On the 31st Jim, Sam and I flew the first of two raids on Egypt. The target was
the airfield of Abu Sueir and involved a round trip of 5 hours fifteen minutes. We
carried four 1000lb MC bombs and to have any chance of getting back to Malta with
the available fuel we cruise climbed all the way, both outbound and inbound, finally
reaching a height of 55,000 feet before we descended to land in Malta. Although I had
previously reached such an altitude this was the first time I had been so high for such
a long period. Although the aircraft were pressurised and heated to some extent,
neither system was designed for use under such extreme conditions, i.e. –60oC outside
and a height of 55,000 feet.
The effect of this led to all three of us suffering from ‘the bends’, which
manifested itself as pains in joints such as elbows, ankles and knees. Thankfully it
vanished as soon as we descended. By the time we reached our target we had reached
44,000 feet from which height we were to drop our bombs, aiming at a marker flare
laid by a ‘pathfinder’ of 139 Squadron, whose Canberras were based at Akrotiri in
Cyprus.
As I mentioned in chapter 5 the visual bombsight and computer with which
our aircraft were fitted could only operate up to 25,000 feet. Consequently we
employed a method using the sighting head only. The bomb aimer, Sam, was
provided with a table of settings to put on the sighting head, which had been
disconnected from the computer, dependent on the height from which we were to drop
the bombs. As there was no computer to allow for variations in height, heading and
airspeed this method called for some extremely careful and accurate flying that is
pretty tricky at very high altitudes. That the system worked though was amply
demonstrated when our stick of four bombs hit the ground two each side of the
marker flare. A ‘direct hit’ if ever I saw one! Having offloaded 4000lbs the aircraft
immediately ascended a few thousand feet as we headed back to Hal Far. Thankfully
there was no opposition from the Egyptian Air Force, whose Meteors had no chance
of reaching our dizzy altitude.
We left Hal Far at 30-second intervals and with navigation lights off and radio
silence. Now 30 seconds might sound enough to give a safe separation between
aircraft. But it is soon eroded over a period of 5 hours or so. As a result we felt the
turbulence from the slipstream of other aircraft quite frequently on the return journey,
and when we got back to the point where we switched on our navigation lights I was
not entirely surprised to find myself surrounded by other aircraft. Two nights later we
repeated the whole exercise with a raid on Huckstep Barracks in Cairo with, I’m
happy to say, equally fine bombing results. With the crew with whom I had the
privilege to fly this was not difficult, but it does demonstrate the value of lots of
practice and very good training.
At this point the USA got into the act, which brought an end to our efforts. We
spent the next six weeks keeping our hands in at flying in general and bombing in
particular using the islet of Filfla as a target, the Squadron moving from Hal Far to
Luqa at the end of November. We also managed to set up some inter-service liaison
with the Royal Navy. There was a submarine stationed in Valetta, named HMS
Sentinel and having met some of the crew we arranged to give them rides in our
Canberras in exchange for a day out on their boat.
Jim and I presented ourselves at the submarine base early on the appointed day
and went aboard. There were just five officers in the crew, all Lieutenants, of whom
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one was the Captain. He arrived after us looking smart in his best uniform and after
being piped aboard he disappeared below, reappearing a few minutes later dressed in
his ‘working kit’ of slacks and a fairly grubby white sweater. Jim and I were
somewhat puzzled by this change of apparel, but we soon understood the reason when
we went to diving stations soon after we had put out from Valetta. The control room
was extremely small and pretty dirty. I found that wherever I stood during the diving
process I was in someone’s way. I had no sooner moved out of one spot to be elbowed
aside by some rating so that he could operate a valve or other piece of equipment.
Squashing up against the bulkhead I soon got spots of grease on my best uniform and
could see why the skipper wore what he did.
Having submerged for an exercise being hunted by an RAF Shackleton, we
went down to periscope depth, 48 feet I think, and the skipper turned his uniform cap
back-to-front and ordered ‘periscope up’, peered through it for about 45 seconds,
ordered ‘periscope down’ the after about a minute reordered ‘periscope up’ and so on.
The periscope was going up and down like a yo-yo and I remarked to the Lieutenant
who was showing me around the boat, “there’s no need to do the John Mills epic stuff
just for us!” He then explained that this yo-yo business with the periscope was
certainly not for our benefit, but essential to keep the thing lubricated else the
seawater would act on the lubricant and it would seize in the ‘up’ position. I imagine
that with modern lubricants this is no longer necessary, but it certainly was in 1956!
Next I was taken to see the engine room where one of the two diesels was
having some new pistons installed, notwithstanding the fact that the other one was in
use propelling the boat with the ‘snorkel’ up. Then up to the sharp end to have a look
at the torpedo room. I was quite unprepared for the size of torpedoes, which were
stored one above the other, three high on each side of the boat. On top of the
uppermost torpedo was a sailor lying on his back reading a book. I asked the
Lieutenant what he was doing; “oh, that’s his bunk” came the reply! How the other
half live, I thought to myself! However the officer’s accommodation was only a little
better, the wardroom consisting of a table, enough to seat five providing you were all
very friendly, and three bunks. As there were always a minimum of two officers on
watch three bunks was sufficient for those not on duty. This was known as the ‘Hot
Bed System’.
I was allowed to have a shot at keeping the boat at periscope depth using the
hydroplanes. I found this to be quite easy, as it required the same technique as an
aircraft does to keep it level at a particular height. You just have to allow for the
inertia of the boat/aircraft, which will take you through the level you are trying to
achieve if you don’t anticipate the need to start levelling out before the desired
depth/height. All this was great fun, although I’m not sure I would want to do a 30day patrol cooped up in such small spaces that was the norm for these chaps.
After spending the whole day submerged being sought by the Shackleton and
its sonobuoys we returned to port and, once tied up, we adjourned to the wardroom
for a few pink gins in the best tradition of the Senior Service. When I went aboard in
the morning I had to negotiate a narrow gangplank. When the time came to go ashore
I found that we were tied up alongside another boat, so there were two gangplanks to
cross. How I did this in my advanced state in inebriation without falling in the water I
shall never know!
Mella, and presumably the rest of our wives, got to know our whereabouts by
quite a clever device to evade the censor. One of my colleagues wrote to his wife and
drew a cow on the top of the letter, which although being censored, reached her
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unaltered with instructions to take it to Mella who, being a nurse, realised the
significance of the cow - bovine fever and Malta fever being one and the same thing!
At the beginning of December Jim, Sam and I flew to Gibraltar and back for
another ‘lone-ranger’, this time with no problem as I now knew the layout and the
aids were working. While there we heard the story of a National Service airman who
celebrated his imminent return to UK by painting the letters YO in front of the
GIBAIR on a Dakota of the local airline. You can work this out for yourself how it
read!
On 12th December we returned to Binbrook in nice time for some Christmas
leave, after which life continued somewhat less hectically than we had got used to in
the past 12 months. On 11th January I flew to Lindholme to collect our new CO, Wing
Commander Beresford Horsley, George Bastard’s tour of duty having come to an end.
The squadron were all very sorry to see George depart, but it was inevitable as a new
policy of having a Wing Commander as CO had just come into force.
Sometime during my tour with 9 Squadron, I can’t remember precisely when,
we caused something of sensation one night after we became a ‘UFO’! It was during
one winter depression that there was a very strong jet-stream over the UK, in the order
of 150 knots I seem to remember, so by turning our Canberra into wind at 45,000 feet
above London and reducing our speed to around 150 knots we effectively ‘hovered’
over the City. We stayed there with our landing light on for a good ten minutes, then
turned 180o and opened up to full power thus increasing our groundspeed to
something like 650 knots. After a moment at this speed I turned off the landing light.
This resulted in headlines in one or two of the more sensational newspapers along the
lines of “UFO HOVERS OVER LONDON!”
Another night while flying at 45,000 feet I witnessed some weird lights far
away to the east. As I recall they were multicoloured and lasted for only a few
seconds. I imagine there was as mundane an explanation to this phenomenon as to my
antics over London. YCNSTWLEM!
Jim, Sam and I continued with the routine of visual and GH bombing
interspersed with exercises until 21st March when I did my last trip on the squadron
before being posted to the Central Flying School (CFS) at Little Rissington to become
an instructor. I had put my name forward for this earlier in the year when volunteers
were being sought.
My course at CFS was due to start early in April, but our baby was due to
arrive on 3rd April so I had asked to go on the following course starting in June.
Consequently I spent a couple of months without flying and making myself useful
doing odd jobs around the squadron. I left 9 Squadron officially on 10th May with an
‘Above Average’ rating in my log book and my name at the top of the bombing
ladder, which I felt was a most satisfactory end to my tour.
Speaking of odd jobs, one of my ancillary duties was that of squadron flight
safety officer. In order to become suitably qualified to do this I was sent on a week’s
course with the Accident Investigation Branch (AIB) of the Civil Aviation Authority
in London. During this we were given a basic idea how to carry out an accident
investigation, including how to plot the trajectories of pieces of wreckage backwards
to find out when and where an aircraft broke up in the air and how to look for parts of
wreckage showing signs of metal fatigue. We were told that should we find a metal
part displaying the typical crystalline structure of metal fatigue we should be aware
that this would have happened before the accident and may well have been the cause
of the accident.
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We were also told of the perils of taking eye witness accounts too literally, as
they could be very unreliable, particularly if the witness had anything to do with
aviation. It seems that pilots and other aviators tend to subconsciously build into their
accounts their own theories as to the cause of any incident/accident. The instructor
told us that the most reliably accurate eye witnesses were schoolboys around 15 years
old and the next best were old ladies! When asked why old ladies, we were told that it
was because they always provided a nice cup of tea on a cold day!
In the AIB headquarters where the course was held there was a ‘black’
museum containing pieces of aircraft wreckage that were significant causes of various
accidents – for instance there was a non-return valve from a fuel line in a Blackburn
Beverley that had caused it to crash in North Africa, killing all on board, because it
had been fitted back to front. A perfect illustration of Murphy’s Law.
The exhibits in the museum were kept in glass topped cabinets and in the front
of one of them was the handle and a short piece of the stem of an umbrella. I asked
why it was there, whereupon the instructor whipped it out from the display and stuck
it under my nose asking what I could see. There was obvious evidence of metal
fatigue and I said so, asking what accident it had caused. The instructor told how he
had been leaning on it during an investigation when it had snapped and caused him to
fall flat on his back. YCNSTWLEM!
I mentioned earlier that living next to the gasworks was one reason for us to
get rid of our ‘ragtop’ Hillman in exchange for a saloon – the ragtop suffered badly
from the effect of the soot that was liberally distributed by the gasworks. The second
reason was the imminent arrival of the baby, which both of us felt would not benefit
from the excessive supply of fresh air, the only heater being one I had made myself!
We went to a garage in Grimsby to purchase the new Hillman. This was the sort of
garage that prided itself on your being able to eat off the showroom floor, but who
knew very little about engineering. Right from day one it was obvious to me and
anyone with the tiniest bit of mechanical knowledge that the crownwheel and pinion
in the final drive needed setting up properly to stop the incessant whining noise it
made.
When I took the car for the 1000-mile check I mentioned this noise and was
told that it would wear off in due course. Now you probably know as well as I do that
no mechanical noise ever goes away on its own, and I said so. The ‘engineers’
insisted that I should drive it for a further 1000 miles and if the noise did not
disappear I was to bring the car back. The noise remained, surprise, surprise, so I took
it back. They informed me that they would change the six half-shaft and pinion
bearings! I told them that it was the pinion that needed setting up properly with the
crownwheel, but they insisted it was
the bearings at fault. It will come as
no surprise that this made not the
slightest difference. So I again
complained and, this you will hardly
credit, they said they must have
installed six faulty bearings!! So six
more were installed, fortunately at
their expense, but naturally these
made no difference.
At this point two things
happened. First I lost my temper and second we moved house to Stow-on-the-Wold.
Before we moved I wrote to Lord Roots and explained the shortcomings of their
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suppliers in Grimsby and by the time we had settled into our house in Stow I had a
reply apologising and suggesting I go to see a certain garage in Stow. This I did early
one morning, and to my delight found a really untidy place run by one man and his
dog. I immediately thought to myself that I would get satisfaction here. Sure enough,
the proprietor who had had a copy of my letter came out in the car and agreed that the
crownwheel and pinion needed setting up. I left the car with him and collected it later
that day minus the terrible noise. This story amply illustrates the difference between
technicians and engineers. The former, at Grimsby, knew only how to change things.
The latter, in Stow, knew how to fix things at a basic level and get proper results very
efficiently.
I’ve jumped ahead slightly because on 29th March Trevor Paul arrived much to
our delight, as we had wanted a son. When Trevor was six weeks old we moved to
Stow-on-the-Wold, close to RAF Little Rissington, home of the CFS and where I
would be stationed for the next four months.
Before I close this chapter I must mention what became of Jim and Sam. Soon
after I left 9 Squadron Jim went to the V-Force as a navigator on Victor bombers.
Sadly he was killed when his aircraft crashed on take-off at RAF Akrotiri in Cyprus. I
am uncertain of Sam’s fate, but when I last heard of him he was managing the
Victoria Wine shop in Brecon. YCNSTWLEM!

Finally a picture taken at The Lodge in
Eastbourne at Easter 1957. Four generations
of Hopkins. Left to right: Myself with Trevor,
Father and Grandpa Hopkins.

.
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